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Dawn! and The Odd Angry Shot were the last two Australian feature film scores on 
the record for composer Michael Carlos - after that, he moved on to other activities, 
though he didn't give the game away entirely - composer Nigel Westlake reported 
attending a 'composing for film' workshop in the early 1980s, featuring tutoring by 
Michael Carlos, George Dreyfus, Bill Motzing and Tommy Tycho.

Carlos began a working relationship with South Australian Film Corporation producers 
when he worked with Patrick Flynn on the arranging and musical direction of the score for 
Sunday Too Far Away. After Storm Boy, he would do another adaptation of a Colin Thiele 
novel, Blue Fin, followed by the SAFC financed biopic of Dawn Fraser, Dawn!

He did several other feature films, such as Long Weekend and the 'short feature' Listen to 
the Lion. He had been associate music director on Harry M. Miller's first production of 
Jesus Christ Superstar, and came to Australia from Japan in 1967 to form the rock group 
Tully.

(Below: Michael Carlos at the time of Blue Fin)

Carlos was interviewed about his work on Blue Fin in the Jan-Feb 1979 edition of Cinema 
Papers.

For The Odd Angry Shot, Carlos wrote an opening and closing military march for 
head and tail credits at the request of director Tom Jeffrey, to open the show on a 
light note, and then to restore a little lightness at the end, after the gloom of the 



drama and the downbeat tone of the concluding Normie Rowe song.

Director Tom Jeffrey says the closing song over end credits, sung by Vietnam veteran and 
one-time pop idol Normie Rowe, was written specifically for the film. Leeds Music was 
commissioned to supply it.

The song is deliberately wrapped around the action and dialogue, and wasn't made 
available on 45 or LP at the time by Rowe. The song was however available on YouTube 
here, at time of writing December 2013, as used in the movie.

It is likely that the producers, Tom Jeffrey and Sue Milliken, saw a spin-off and an affinity 
arising from Rowe's well known conscription to fight in Vietnam, but the song attracted 
criticism for being too heavy-handed and too obvious in its message.

According to the DVD, Carlos wasn't phased at the need to include the two songs:

I have never tried to work music into a film which was not mine. Fortunately, they are both 
strong songs, and I like them very much. They reflect not only that period of the 60s, but 
also have an up-to-date relevance.

Carlos also decided to use eastern instruments in his underscore, and located a Sydney 
musician with 13 tuned chromatic gongs of Asian origin.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgprkMuqphA


Lyrics for Who Cares, Anyway?, the song sung by Normie Rowe that runs over the closing 
scenes of the film:

Who cares, anyway?
And who am I to ever say?
If it's right or if it's wrong
It's easier to go along
Knowing what I do today is lost …

(under dialogue … in yesterday)

Somewhere in the past
Good or bad, you know
It can't last …
It can't last ...

Black or white or shades of grey
Some we win and some we lose
But you know you can't refuse … (fades under dialogue)

It's all moving on
Look around, yeah, soon it is gone
It is gone
Somewhere in the past
Good or bad
You know it can't last
It can't last
Who cares, anyway?
And who am I to ever say?
If it's right or if it's wrong
It's easier to go along
Knowing what I do today
Is lost …in yesterday.

Now, who cares, anyway?
Busy living for today
Everything is here and now
Everybody gets by somehow
Tomorrow's drifting by
Each day 
I'm lost
In yesterday...

Normie Rowe was a major pop star in Australia in the 1960s. There is an excellent profile 
of him at Milesago, here, and he has a wiki here.

(Below: Normie Rowe, A Squadron 3rd Cavalry Regiment in an M113 armoured personnel 
carrier at Fire Support Base Kerry, Bien Hoa Province, February 1969. He served from 
14th January 1969 until 19th December 1969).

http://www.milesago.com/artists/rowe.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normie_Rowe


(Below: Normie Rowe in Vietnam, February 1969)



The movie references another song, the John Denver written
Leaving on a Jet Plane. 

While no credit is given for the performers, the John Jarratt character is given a
copy of a Peter, Paul and Mary album, and director Tom Jeffrey
indicates in the DVD commentary that the American folk trio were chosen for
being emblematic of the times, with the song carrying emotional
weight for Australian soldiers going to fight in Vietnam.

Ironically, this album, a Warners UK LP release, doesn't contain a version of
the song:



For a history of the song, and its availability on record, see the wiki for Leaving on a Jet 
Plane here.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leaving_on_a_Jet_Plane

